a simple graphical method well-known in theoretical biology but unfamiliar to many experimental biologists. The rate balance plot is perfectly analogous to the supply-demand plots commonly used in economics, where one graphs both the supply and the demand of some commodity as a function of price, with the point where the two curves intersect representing the equilibrium price of the commodity. Similarly, for a rate balance plot one graphs an activation rate and an inactivation rate as a function of the fraction of the protein that has been activated, and where the curves cross, the rates are balanced and the system is in steady state. A bistable system has two stable steady states and one unstable one (a threshold; see below), and so the activation and inactivation curves for a bistable system must intersect at three points. Here we will examine the ease of obtaining three intersections in the one-loop and two-loop systems.
To get the hang of the rate balance plot, consider a simple example: a protein A that can be activated by one enzyme and inactivated by another, with no feedback loops ( Figure 2A ). The rate of A activation will be zero when A is 100% activated, and maximal when A is 0% activated. In between, the activation rate will decrease monotonically. If the activator enzyme is operating far from saturation, the activation curve will be a straight line whose (negative) slope is determined by the abundance and rate constant of the activator enzyme ( Figure 2A , blue line). The inactivation curve is just the opposite (Figure 2A , red line). For any choice of rate constants and concentrations (i.e., any choice of slopes), there will be a single intersection point -a single steady state -for the system, and the steady state will always be stable. Now add one positive feedback loop: suppose that the activator protein is stimulated by active A ( Figure 2B ). This will not affect the inactivation curve ( Figure 2B , red), but the shape of the activation curve will be changed. With the feedback, the rate of A activation will initially increase with A activity, as the feedback activation of the activator grows, and then decrease as the concentration of A left to become activated gets low. If we assume that the feedback is ultrasensitive (sigmoidal), the initial growth in the activation rate will be concave up ( Figure 2B , blue curve). Overall, the activation curve is hump-shaped with Positive feedback loops and double-negative feedback loops can generate bistability, allowing signaling networks to convert continuously graded inputs into discrete outputs [1] [2] [3] [4] . One particularly well-studied bistable system consists of the mitotic regulator CDK1 with its inactivator Wee1 and its activator Cdc25 [5] [6] [7] . The system functions as a mitotic trigger, toggling between a stable interphase state, where CDK1 is off, and a stable M-phase state, where CDK1 is on. One striking aspect of the CDK1-Cdc25-Wee1 system is the symmetry of its two feedback loops ( Figure 1 ). CDK1 phosphorylates Cdc25 at multiple sites in the protein's amino-terminal regulatory region, contributing to Cdc25 activation; CDK1 phosphorylates Wee1 at multiple sites in its amino terminus, inactivating the protein. Active Wee1 phosphorylates CDK1 at Tyr15, and thereby inactivates it; active Cdc25 dephosphorylates the same site, reversing the inactivation. In principle either loop alone could generate the bistable response observed in the CDK1-Cdc25-Wee1 system [6] [7] [8] , yet, throughout evolution, both loops are invariably present. This basic design -reciprocal feedback regulation of opposing enzymes -can be seen in other regulatory switches as well [9, 10] . Previous work has shown that when interlinked loops operate on different timescales, it can allow the system to quickly respond and then slowly lock into a noiseresistant state [9] . However, in the case of the CDK1-Cdc25-Wee1 system, the timescales of the two loops are indistinguishable. Here we show that a mirror-image, two-loop system offers an important advantage over a one-loop system even when the timescales of the two loops are identical: the symmetrical set-up makes it substantially easier to generate a bistable response.
One way to see how easy or difficult it is to generate bistability is through the rate balance plot (Figure 2) [11-13 ], a dent in its left-hand side ( Figure 2B , blue curve).
With the proper choice of concentrations and rate constants, the red and blue curves can be made to intersect three times, as indicated by the circles ( Figure 2B) . Two of the intersections (filled circles) represent stable steady states (SSS): an off-state with about 5% activation of A, and an on-state with ~30-50% activation. Between these two stable states there is an unstable steady state (USS, open circle). If the system is poised exactly at this unstable steady state, the activation rate will equal the inactivation rate and the system will be in balance. But if the system is nudged even slightly to the right of the unstable steady state, the activation rate will exceed the inactivation, pushing the system even further to the right, and ultimately the system will settle into the stable on-state. Likewise, if it is nudged even slightly to the left, the system will move further left and eventually settle into the stable off-state.
Note that the slope of the red line can only withstand being changed by a modest amount and still intersect the blue curve three times ( Figure  2B ). The highest slope compatible with bistability is only 62% higher than the lowest (dashed red lines). This illustrates that with a one-loop feedback system, bistability is possible but brittle, requiring a precise balance between the activation and inactivation rates. Also note that with the one-loop system the switching is incomplete; the on-state has much less than maximal activation of A ( Figure 2B) .
Next consider what sort of shape for the inactivation curve (red) would make the bistability less brittle. On the left-hand side of the graph, where the blue curve is flat and concave up, the ideal red curve would be steep and concave down. Likewise, on the right hand side of the graph, where the blue curve is steep and concave down, the red curve should be flat and concave up. This is exactly what one gets by adding a second feedback loop that is essentially the mirror image of the first ( Figure 2C ). The inactivation curve becomes nearly the mirror image of the activation curve; it is hump-shaped, with a dent on the right (Figure 2C , red). The result is that the bistability of the system has become tremendously robust with respect to changes in concentrations and activities. The system can tolerate a 610% increase in the concentration or activity of the inactivator and still remain bistable.
This robust bistability should make the system more reliable -for example, it will still work as a switch even if concentrations of the regulators are doubled or halved -and easier to evolve, since the occurrence of bistability does not require precise adjustment of the circuit's concentrations and rate constants. In addition, the switching in the two-loop system is more all-or-none in character, with the on-state being substantially closer to full activation than it was in the one-loop system. In summary, through simple rate balance plots we have shown that the feedback regulation of opposing enzymes can markedly increase the robustness of a bistable switch; the two loops function synergistically. This finding helps rationalize the striking reciprocal regulation of Wee1 and Cdc25, and suggests that other natural and synthetic bistable circuits may benefit from the same design. The activation rate curve (blue) and the inactivation rate curve (red) intersect at a single point, which represents the stable steady state (SSS) of the system. (B) One feedback loop. We assume that A positively feeds back on its activator. The inactivation rate curve is unchanged (red), but now the activation rate rises and then falls as the activity of A increases (blue). If the rate constants and concentrations of the activator and inactivator are appropriately matched, the curves can intersect at three points. Two correspond to stable steady states (SSS) and one to an unstable steady state (USS). The dashed red lines depict the highest and lowest rate constants for the inactivation reaction compatible with bistability. (C) Two feedback loops. We assume that A activates its activator (blue curve) in a positive feedback loop, and inactivates its inactivator (red curve) in a negative feedback loop. The result is rate curves that are roughly mirror images of each other, and either curve can be stretched to a huge extent without eliminating the bistability. The equations upon which these plots are based are discussed qualitatively in the main text and are derived in the Supplemental Data, published with this article online.
